Home learning ~ Thursday 2nd July

•
•
•

In the course of an average lifetime, while sleeping you might eat around 70 assorted insects and 10
spiders, or more.
It is impossible for most people to lick their own elbow. (Try it!)
Water covers 70% of Earth.

Hello 4LJ (…and soon to be the very brilliant 5B!).
I’m really excited about you joining Mrs Bailey and me next year. We’re a great team and we work hard
and have fun. In fact, I would say that 5B is the best class EVER…but don’t tell Mrs Lumb and Mrs James
that!
I love walking into 4LJ and seeing all the things you’ve done and hearing your stories, but I want to know
more about you. I want to know about what makes you tick! About your inner self.
Activity 1: Take a look at this:

TASK: today I would like you to draw a portrait of your face, like the one above.
This might help: https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/how-to-draw-a-portrait/zk28qp3
However, I only want you to draw HALF of your face. The other half, like the one above, you should fill
with all the things that make you the person you are. That could be hobbies, pets, clubs you attend,

games you like to play, books you love reading, things to do with school or home, nature and music…the
list is endless. And add colour.
Once you’ve finished, take a picture and send to me via Class Dojo or to my email: rbishop@ashfieldjun.cumbria.sch.uk I can’t wait to see them.

Hello, 4LJ! Like Mr Bishop, I am very excited that you will be
joining the Y5 team in September. Hopefully by now you will have
had the chance to watch our videos introducing ourselves and
have found out a little bit about us.
Activity 2: Today and tomorrow, we are going to create a
‘personality swirl’ which will not only help us to get to know you a
bit better but will hopefully produce a fantastic display for our
classroom!
So the first thing we would like you to do is think about the
following 4 areas: skills, hobbies, strengths and likes and complete
the following: with as much information about YOU as you can. If
you are finding it difficult, ask someone in your family or a friend
if offer any suggestions.

For example: maths,
writing, dance, football,
music, learning,
languages, public
speaking, singing etc.

Use adjectives to
describe yourself.

For example: food,
teams, games, colours,
animals, books etc.

For example:
computer games,
films, TV, reading
sport, music etc.

When you have completed each of the 4 areas, we would like you to choose 4 words that best describe
YOU most accurately (one from each area might be a good idea).
Your personality swirl will contain 6 words
•
•
•

Your first and second name
The 4 words you have chosen that best describe you
Patterns, shapes and objects that mean something to you.

What to do next:

1. Use a square of white paper. Find the middle,
either by folding or measuring.
2. From the center dot, draw curved (or straight) lines
radiating out from the center. (There is a straight
line template at the end of this task sheet if you
are struggling with this stage and are able to print
it out).

3. You need 12 lines in total. Do this in pencil first.

4. Go over in black marker when you are happy with
the lines.

5.

In one of the sections write your first name.

6.

In another of the sections write your last name.

7.

In the other four other sections write the 4 words
you chose about yourself (adjectives, hobbies,
interests, etc.).

8.

Leave a blank section in between word sections.

9.

You can use any font that you choose! (There are
examples of different fonts you might like to use at
the end of this task sheet).

I’d love to see your ‘swirl’ so far, take a picture and send it to me via ClassDojo or email it to me:
kbailey@ashfield-jun.cumbria.sch.uk I can’t wait to have a look!

